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I INTRODUCTION 
To improve the understanding of the interaction between soil, vegetation and atmosphere 
ECHIVAL (European International Project on Climatic and Hydrological Interactions 
between the Vegetation, the Atmosphere and the Land-surface) has been established. The 
first phase in this research program is EFEDA (ECHIVAL Field Experiment in a 
Desertification-threatened Area). EFEDA was started with an extensive field experiment 
in the area of Castilla - La Mancha in Spain aimed at the measurement of the energy and 
water fluxes during the month of June, 1991. This desertificating area was selected 
because of its flatness, uniform land-use in relative large fields, and its semi-arid climate. 
For further information on the complete experiment, the area characteristics and contribu-
tions, one may consult the EFEDA Field Experiment Plan (Bolle, 1991). 
As one of the contributors to EFEDA Spain, the Department of Water Resources of the 
Agricultural University Wageningen the work program consisted of: 
- Determination of the energy balance above an aerodynamic homogeneous terrain by 
the profile method, and fluctuation method; 
- Determination of soil hydraulic properties and their spatial variability; 
- Monitoring the local waterbalance at several locations; 
- Monitoring soil moisture in the surface layer in support of remote sensing activities. 
In order to realize this work program the following activities in the field were undertaken 
during the EFEDA experimental period of June 1991: 
- On a bare field in Tomelloso (TOM1), radiation and energy balance masts were 
installed; 
- In Tomelloso and Barrax a large number of undisturbed soil samples were collected 
for determination of the hydraulic properties in the laboratory in Wageningen, 
afterwards; 
- Furthermore, the disc permeameter method was frequently applied in order to collect 
soil hydraulic data at near-saturated conditions; 
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- As part of the remote sensing activities during the EFEDA experiment extensive near-
surface water content measurements by TDR were undertaken in Tomelloso and 
Barrax at the 19th of June; 
- To monitor local waterbalances, 46 plots were instrumented in Tomelloso and Barrax. 
Tensiometers, a neutron probe tube and Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) sensors were 
installed at 18 plots in Tomelloso. The plots were situated in six fields: three vineyards, 
two vetch and one bare soil field. In Barrax, 28 plots were instrumented with tensio-
meters and TDR sensors in close corporation with the hydrology group of Grenoble. 
These 28 plots were distributed over 9 fields of mainly irrigated maize, but also include 
were irrigated alfalfa, irrigated and non-irrigated barley, and a bare soil field. For a full 
overview of the fields and plots and their abbreviations, one is referred to table 1 and 
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Table 1 Fields with plots and vegetation. 
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This report consists of two parts. The first part describes methods and materials; the 
second part gives an overview of the data, that have been checked. As much as possible, 
data are listed in separate appendices. All data described in this report is also available on 
diskette. 
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H METHODS AND MATERIALS 
II. 1 Energy balance 
A full description of the energy balance measurements is given in Moors (1993) and will 
not be described here. 
II.2 Moisture content 
Moisture content measurements were done with Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) and 
neutron probe technique. The locations and depths of these measurements are summarized 
in Appendix 4. To get an impression of short range spatial variability of soil moisture 
content during the full experimental period, five profiles (B16-B20) at mutual distances of 
25 cm were installed in Barrax. To obtain information on the small scale spatial variabi-
lity in a vineyard, identical moisture measurements were undertaken at variable distances 
away from a vine in Tomelloso (field TOM2) on June 21. See Appendix 5 for the layout 
of this activity. 
TDR measurements are based on the difference in dielectric constant between water (80), 
air (1) and soil particles («4). By applying an electromagnetic impulse through the soil, 





where c is speed of light (3.0 * 108 ms1), At, is travel time of the pulse in soil [s], and L 
is probe length [m]. Using the dielectric permittivity, the volumetric water content (0) 
[cm3cm3] can be calculated with the empirical relation derived by Topp (Topp, 1980): 
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The TDR measurements in Tomelloso were done with a cabletester in combination with 
automatic waveform analysis (Heimovara, 1990). In Barrax the TDR measurements were 
done with two systems of Easy Test (Malicki, 1989) from Poland. TDR measurement 
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were carried out by two-rod sensors with a length of 10 cm, which results in a sampling 
volume of approximately 500 cm3. 
Data of the neutron probe should be calibrated with other water content data (e.g. 
volumetric water content measurements or by TDR). Ideally calibration should be done 
for every soil type, and thus for every field and depth. However, because of the small 
water content range in Tomelloso during the month of June, calibration could only be 
done by using the TDR measurements of all depths together. 
For the selected fields in Tomelloso also gamma probe measurements were carried out by 
'Institut de Mécanique de Grenoble, France'. Using the gamma probe and gravimetric 
moisture content data, bulk density and porosity could be determined. 
At June 19 a long series of surface moisture content measurements with TDR were 
realized in four fields in Barrax (BAR2, BAR4, BAR5, BAR7) and three fields in Tomel-
loso (TOM1, TOM2, TOM3). These measurements were done in regular grid patterns 
with grid spacing ranging from 40 to 100 m (see Table 2 and 3). In Appendix 6, the full 
layouts of these grids are shown. In fields BAR2 and BAR5, additional measurements 
were carried out by collecting volumetric moisture contents at two depths and from the 
crust. Parts of the crust were collected in order to determine the gravimetric moisture 
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Table 3 Surface moisture content measurements Barrax 
II.3 Soil water suction 
In dry soil (suction > 800 cm) it is impossible to measure water suction with tensi-
ometry. Since suctions in Tomelloso were lower than that, the water suction was only 
successfully measured in Barrax (Appendix 4). The original setup to measure soil water 
suction by tensiometry failed as many sensors leaked. This was detected, only after 
installation. The result is limited suction data from the 'Wageningen' group in Barrax for 
the first half of June. Working sensors became available in the second half of June. 
Fortunately, also the 'Grenoble' group collected suction data in Barrax for the full period. 
The tensiometers were installed vertically with a ceramic cup of 5 cm length. Readings 
were taken with the, so called 'Wieringa' system (Marthaler, 1983). 
n.4 Near-saturated conductivity bv disc permeameter 
Near-saturated conductivity values intended to be measured by the disc permeameter, by 
which water is infiltrating into the soil under negative pressure. In principle the sorptivity 
and the steady state flow can be determined while measuring time and inflow. Plotting 
outflow versus square root of the time yields the sorptivity estimated by the slope at the 
early infiltration times. From this sorptivity value combined with the steady state 
infiltration rate and the initial and final moisture content values, the unsaturated conduc-





where K is conductivity [cm hr1], q is steady state infiltration rate [cm hr1], S is 
sorptivity [cm hr"1'4], r is disc radius [cm], 0f = final moisture content [cm3cm~3], Qx = 
initial moisture content [cm3cm3] and b is a constant (0.55). 
However, sorptivity measurements using this methodology may lead to serious errors. 
Alternatively suction infiltration can be measured with two different disk sizes at two 
nearby locations. After steady state infiltration of these two measurements the unsaturated 
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The limitation of this approach is, that it assumed that differences in steady state infiltra-
tion rate is dependent only on the disk size and not influenced by soil heterogeneity 
between the two spots. Measurements were carried out in Tomelloso and Barrax (see 
Appendix 4). 
n.4 Saturated hydraulic conductivity bv Guelph permeameter 
Field saturated hydraulic conductivity was planned to be determined by a Guelph 
permeameter, in a 6-cm diameter cylindrical well hole. Which maintaining a constant 
head, steady state intake rate in the unsaturated soil was measured. Under the assumptions 
that the soil is homogeneous, isotropic and rigid, Reynolds et al. (1983) derived a 
solution for Q by the following analytical expression: 
Q=l*f.Kf.+*R*Ke.+ *fi*a (8) 
where Q is steady state flow [cm3min1], H is well height [cm], K^ . is field saturated 
conductivity [cm min1], 0m is matric flux potential [cm2 min1] R is well radius [cm], and 
C is a constant dependent on the H/R ratio. The three terms in the right hand side 
represent the three forces on the intake rate: hydraulic push, gravitational pull and 
capillary pull respectively. 
The two unknowns in this equation are: the field saturated conductivity and the matric 
flux potential. At least two measurements with different well heights (or different radius) 
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If the capillary term, with <t>m is ignored, the Laplace analysis can be used: 
Kfs= r 2 — J ( 1 2 ) 
2TZH2 + CTZR2 
The Gardner analysis is based only on the capillary forces and thus gives only the matric 
flux potential: 
* -
 c® (13) 
m
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The advantage of the Laplace and Gardner analysis is that only one measurement is 
required. 
16 Guelph permeameter measurements in a grid of 40 meter have been completed in 
Barrax (BAR2). In every plot two measurements with different well heights were 
completed. The well radius was 6 cm, well heights were 5 and 10 cm, and their respect-
ive C values were 0.53 and 0.85. 
n.6 Soil hydraulic properties 
In contrast with the former measurements which were carried out in the field, the multi-
step outflow method for estimation of the soil hydraulic properties is a laboratory method. 
Undisturbed samples of 100, 250 and 600 cm3 were collected in the field. In the labora-
tory, each sample was placed in a Tempe pressure cell on top of a ceramic plate. After 
saturating the sample from below the plate, a small suction is applied (10-30 cm) until 
equilibrium was reached. Then, the pneumatic pressure on top of the sample was 
increased, inducing unsaturated flow in the soil sample whit the ceramic plate saturated. 
This combined system of soil and ceramic plate has the following initial and boundary 
conditions (Van Dam et al, 1992): 
h=h0(x) t = o 0<LX<.L 
dx t>0 x=0 
h=hL~ha t>0 X=L 
where x=0 is top of soil core [cm], L is the height of sample including the ceramic plate 
[cm], hL is initial water potential below ceramic plate [cm] and b^  is applied pneumatic 
pressure [cm]. 
Within a 2-week period, the pressure on top of the sample is increased stepwise until a 
final pressure of 1 bar is reached. During the experiment, starting after the sample has 
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been saturated, time and outflow are recorded. Upon completion of the outflow experi-
ment, the saturated moisture content 0S is measured by re-saturating and oven-drying the 
sample. The conductivity of the ceramic plate has measured independently using a 
positive pressure of 50 cm. 
Assuming one-dimensional unsaturated flow, hydraulic properties can be estimated by 
inverse modelling, thereby matching simulated with observed time-outflow data. This 
inverse method is based on the principle that the flow-process is repeatingly simulated 
with adjusted soil hydraulic properties until the simulated outflow is close to the observed 
outflow. One has to use analytical functions to describe these properties. In this experi-
ment the Mualem-Van Genuchten (MVG) model is used (Van Genuchten, 1980): 
Q=[l + \ah\n]-m (14) 
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where a [cm1], n [-] and L [-] are empirical parameters, 6r is residual water content 
[cm3 cm"3], 6S saturated water content [cm3 cm3] and Ks is saturated hydraulic conductiv-
ity [cm hr1]. 
II.7 Particle size distribution 
Disturbed samples for the particle size analysis were taken in Tomelloso in every field 
and in Barrax near every plot at intervals of 10 cm depth (Appendix 20). Particle size 
distribution is determined by sieving the grain fraction > 0.053 mm and by sedimen-
tation experiments based on Stokes' law for the fraction < 0.053 mm. In this method a 
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pre-treatment has to be done first to remove cementing components (Fe- and Al-oxides, 
CaCo3, organic matter). Samples of about 20 g are taken and the fraction < 0.053 mm is 
mixed with water in a one litre reservoir. After 15 min the fraction < 0.016 mm is 
sampled at a prescribed depth and after 16 hours the fraction of < 0.002 mm. A full 
description of the method is given in Klute (1986). 
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in DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTED DATA AND DATAFILES 
III.l Energy balance 
A full description of the results of the energy balance measurements is given in Moors 
(1993) and will not be described here. 
TTT.2 moisture content 
In principle TDR calibration is not necessary. However, for dry soils, soils with a high 
iron contents or soils with bound water (clay), calibration becomes inevitable. First, the 
three TDR instruments, the cable tester (CT) and two Polish systems (MDP and ZDP), 
were compared with each other (Figure 1 till 3). Figure 1 shows that the deviation 
between the two Polish systems in the dry range can be 5 volume percent. From Figure 2 
it is clear the deviation between CT and ZDP is high. Also other measurements showed 
that the ZDP was insensitive to volumetric soil moisture contents changes in the 8 and 15 
% range. Therefore the ZDP was rarely used. Comparison of volumetric water content as 
determined with the three TDR instruments with gravimetric water content is presented in 
Figure 4. Correlation between TDR and gravimetric samples is very low due to several 
circumstances. First, samples were taken from several fields to obtain a broad range of 
moisture contents. Consequently, the variability in soil composition influenced the TDR 
measurements. Second, due to the presence of stones in the soil and the hardness of the 
dry soil, we had difficulties in the collecting of undisturbed samples. 
The regular moisture content measurements by TDR are presented graphically in 
Appendix 7 and are stored in the file TDR. DAT with indication of the applied TDR 
system. In Tomelloso, a steadily decrease of water content can be observed, except for 
plot T13. This plot was irrigated on June 25 to establish also wet conditions. In Barrax, 
water contents strongly fluctuated by irrigation for several plots. The results of the spatial 
variability measurement as determined by TDR on field TOM2 are given in Appendix 8 
and in file SPATIAL.DAT. 
The results of the extensive moisture content measurements on the 19th of June are stored 
in the file FLY.DAT and given in Appendix 9. 
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Figure 1 Comparison Polish TDR systems. Figure 2 Comparison CT versus ZDP. 
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Figure 3 Comparison CT versus MDP. Figure 4 Comparison TDR versus samples. 
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The neutron probe data at Tomelloso sites are stored in the file NEUTRON.DAT. Rela-
tive count rates are tabulated (count rate at a particular depth divided by the standard 
count rate). The standard count rate is registrated just before starting a series of measure-
ments at each plot. Calibration of the neutron probe was carried out by using the TDR 
measurements of the CT. In table 4 results of this calibration for several combinations of 
depths and plots are listed. Only TDR and neutron probe measurements taken at the same 






























































Table 4 Neutron probe calibration versus TDR. 
From these results the combined the calibration curve for all depths and all plots was 
used: 
6=0.0128+0.1217n (18) 
where n is the relative count rate. This calibration was based on 87 points with an R2 
value of 0.702. A plot of this calibration curve is shown in Figure 5. The calculated 
moisture contents using eq. (18) are plotted in Appendix 10 and in the file 
NEUTRON2.DAT. 
The bulk density and porosity obtained by gamma probe are listed in Appendix 11 and in 
the file GAMMA.DAT. 
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neutron probe calibration 
all plots, all depths 
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
relative count rate [-] 
1.6 
Figure 5 Neutron probe calibration. 
HL3 Soil water suction 
After failure of the first set of installed tensiometers, the improved tensiometers were 
installed at the 20th of June. So only data of the last part of the month are available. The 
results are shown in Appendix 12 and in the file TENS.DAT. 
m.4 near-saturated conductivity bv disc permeameter 
The measured data are stored in the file DISC.DAT. Basic information, initial and final 
moisture content are reviewed in Appendix 13. Analysis of the measurements must reveal 
how valuable these data are. The experimental conditions for the method were not ideal 
due to strong winds affecting the stability of the disc permeameter, the stony soil and the 
soil variability at very short distances. 
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m.5 Saturated hydraulic conductivity by Guelph permeameter 
The Guelph permeameter measurements were carried out only in field BAR2 (bare soil) 
in a 40 x 40 m grid at 16 points. Two pressures of 5 and 10 cm were applied; the well 
radius was 6 cm. The saturated conductivity and the matrix flux potential were calculated 
using the three methods as described in section 1.5. The results are tabulated in Appendix 
14. Construction of a good well hole was not always possible because of the dry soil. 
Also, during the experiment some disturbances of the well hole occurred. The results 
must be interpreted in context with these disturbances. It may partly explain some of the 
negative saturated conductivities values in Appendix 14. However, also soil heterogeneity 
also can cause unrealistic results. 
m.6 Soil hydraulic properties 
The multi-step outflow measurements were done in series of 20 (100 cm3) or 10 (250 or 
600 cm3) samples. In total 120 samples were measured from fields in Barrax, and 37 
samples from fields in Tomelloso (Appendix 15). 
The applied pressure steps are 15 (suction), 30, 50, 100, 350 and 1000 cm. At several 
steps, especially at 15 and 1000 cm pressure, outflow was recorded until equilibrium, 
before increasing the pneumatic pressure for the next step (Appendix 16). These equilib-
rium points can be used in the optimization program as fixed points of the retention 
curve. 
The simulation of time-outflow data and optimization of the MVG-parameters were 
carried out by the program MULSTP (Van Dam et al, 1990). In the optimization only 5 
parameters were left variable: a, n, 0r, K„ and L. The saturated water content 0S was 
fixed at the value measured after the outflow experiment; in case a sample was lost when 
removing it from the pressure cell, an average 0S was used. 
The range of possible values for the parameters n, K,, and L was restricted in the inputfile 
of the program (table 5). Values of n< 1 would cause an unrealistic shape of the retention 
curve, whereas n-values larger than 5 causes problems during the optimization. The 
optimized values of Kj and L were well correlated; not restricting their possible ranges 
can cause unrealistic values for one or both parameters. Example input- and outputfile of 




















table 5 Constraints of MVG-parameters in the optimization process 
The first step of the outflow-experiment (h=0 to 15 cm) often showed an irregular 
cumulative outflow. This was probably caused by air entrapment (Van Dam et al, 1990) 
and contribution of macro-pores to the flow-process. In order to avoid problems in 
simulating this irregular behaviour, the optimization of the experiment was started at an 
initial equilibrium suction of 15 cm. The time-outflow data were optimized in different 











fixed retention points 
none 
none 
h=-15 and h=-1000 cm 
h=-15 and h=-1000 cm 
table 6 Optimization of parameters for hydraulic functions for different conditions 
The results of fit 1 to 4 are given for 5 100 cm3 samples, from different fields in 
Tomelloso (table 7) there can be considered to be representative for all experiments. 
























table 7 Illustrative examples for different optimizations 
Figure 6 shows measured and simulated cumulative outflow. For most samples the 
simulated outflow represents the measured outflow very well and there appears to be little 
difference between the 4 optimizations. Only for sample CT24 (Figure 6 e+f), with no 
outflow during several steps and a sudden increase at t=79.5 hr (pressure increased to 
100 cm), the simulated outflow for all fits exceeds the measured outflow during the first 
steps. Total outflow at the end of the experiment showed a good agreement between 
measured and simulated outflow. 
Although sample CT59 (Figure 6 i+j) also has almost no outflow during several steps of 
the experiment, the simulated outflow for this sample agree well with the measured 
outflow. This is probably due to the fact that outflow starts as pressure increases to 50 cm 
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fig. 6a: outflow fit 1 and 3 
sample C3 
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fig. 6d: outflow fit 2 and 4 
sample CT144 
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fig. 6e: outflow fit 1 and 3 
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fig. 6h: outflow fit 2 and 4 
sample H42 
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fig. 6i: outflow fit 1 and 3 
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fig. 6j : outflow fit 2 and 4 
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fig. 8e: conductivity curve 
sample CT59 
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The resulting retention and conductivity curves are shown in Figure 7 and 8. The 
moisture content calculated from measured outflow at the end of each pressure step are 
also indicated in these figures (measured points). For samples CT144, H42 and CT59 
(Figure 7/8 b,c,d), the optimized curves agree well with measured points. For sample C3, 
the optimization starting at an initial pressure of 15 cm with no fixed retention points (fit 
2) shows a significant deviation from the other retention curves and from the measured 
retention data (Figure 7a). 
Deviations between fitted and measured points occur for CT24 (Figure 7c) in the wet part 
of the curve. Rösslerova found similar results for samples taken in Barrax, that had no 
outflow during several steps. Possible, the shape of the retention curve for samples with a 
high air entry value is not adequately expressed by the MVG model. 
After comparison of the results for the different fits, a final choice had to be made for the 
further calculations. Fit 2 did not appear to be adequate but, fits 1, 3 and 4 gave almost 
the same results. To avoid problems with the optimization of the first irregular part of the 
flow-process, fit 4 was chosen to be the best, except for those samples that had a rela-
tively high air entry value. These samples cannot be optimized correctly using the model 
given by equation (14) and (15). 
Final results for all measured samples (including final results of Rösslerova) are given in 
Appendix 18 and 19. Appendix 16 gives the exact pressure steps and equilibrium points 
of each series of measurements. For some series there is no equilibrium point at 15 cm 
pressure. In these cases the initial pressure of the optimization is h=0 cm and there is 
only one fixed retention point at h=-1000 cm. For samples where there is no outflow 
measured till the pressure is increased to 100 cm (Appendix 16, negative or nearly zero 
values for first three steps), there are no MVG-parameters listed in Appendix 19. 
As indicated in Appendix 13 and mentioned by Rösslerova, some series had been re-
saturated in a stepwise fashion after completion of the outflow experiment and cumulative 
inflow is measured. Results of optimization of the inflow experiments are not given in 
Appendix 15 and 16, because problems appeared in the optimization with the program 
MULSTP. 
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The input- and outputfiles of the program MULSTP are available for each series of 
measurements, including the inflow-experiments. In general the inputfile is named 
< SERIES > 4.mul, the outputfiles are < SERIES > 4.res (complete results) and 
<SERIES >_4.par (MVG-parameters only). For some series, additional optimizations 
were made; these are all condensed in a file < SERIES > .zip and can be extracted again 
by the program PKUNZIP. 
III.7 Particle size distribution 
Results of the particle size distribution are presented in Appendix 20 and are stored in the 
file PARTICLE.DAT. The samples not specified by a plot number represent a whole 
field. In total 86 samples were sieved to a fraction smaller than 0.053 mm for the 
sedimentation experiment and bigger than 0.053 mm for sand fraction determination. Due 
to measurement errors, some negative values were determined for the sedimentation 
experiment in Appendix 20. For the sand fraction determination some of the 86 samples 
bigger than 0.053 mm were put together, resulting in 31 samples. Although these 31 
samples were already separated to a fraction bigger than 0.053 mm still some particles 
smaller than 0.053 mm were left in the samples (see Appendix 20). 
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APPENDIX 1 data files on diskette. 
DISC.DAT 
disc permeameter measurements 
column 1 = samplename, number of observations 
column 2 = diskdiameter [cm], reservoirdiameter [cm], 
watercontent initial, water content end 
column 3 = time [hr], reading [cm] 
FLY.DAT 
moisture contents by TDR on June 19 
see appendix 6 for layout 
GAMMA.DAT 
bulk density and porosity by gamma probe 
see appendix 11 
MULPAR.DAT 
Mualem-VanGenuchten parameters from multi-step outflow 
see appendix 19 
NEUTRON.DAT 
neutron probe measurements (only Tomelloso) 
line 1 = plot number 
line 2 = depths [cm] 
line 3 = day of June 1991, relative count rate [-] 
NEUTRON2.DAT 
neutron probe measurements (only Tomelloso) 
line 1 = plot number 
line 2 = depths [cm] 
line 3 = day of June 1991, water content [cm3/cm3] 
PARTICLE.DAT 
particle size distribution 
see appendix 20 
SPATIAL.DAT 
spatial variability of water contents by TDR TOM2 
line 1 = profile number (see appendix 5) 
line 2 = depth [cm], water content [cm3/cm3] 
TDR. DAT 
water contents measured by TDR 
line 1 = plot number, nr of days, nr of depths 
line 2 = depths [cm] 
line 3 = day and decimal time of June 1991, water [cm3/cm3] 
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TENS.DAT 
tensiometer measurements (only Barrax) 
line 1 = plot number 
line 2 = depths [cm] 
line 3 = day and decimal time of June 1991, soil water 
suction (absolute value) [cm] 
< SERIES >_4.MUL 
inputfiles for program Mulstp 
see appendix 17 
< SERIES >_4.RES 
resultfiles from program Mulstp 
see appendix 17 
< SERIES >_4.MUL 
Mualem-VanGenuchten parameters 
see appendix 18 
< SERIES > . ZIP 
compressed file with additional optimizations 
use PKUNZIP to extract 
-28-
APPENDIX 2a Map of Tomelloso site. 
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APPENDIX 2b Map of Barrax site. 
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APPENDIX 3 Layout of some fields for Barrax. 
barley 
* » B 3 
* 
. B B 2 
* • 
maize 
* K B1 
• - - . . 
• 







* = sampling 
• = diskpermeameter 
• = plot 
O = mast Toulouse 
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Legend: 
* = sampling 
• = diskpermeameter 








* = sampling 
• = diskpermeameter 
fit = plot 
O K = mast Karlsruhe 
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APPENDIX 4 layout soil measurements. 











20 cm (18-6-91) 






20 cm (18-6-91) 





20 cm (18-6-91) 





10-15 cm = = > 
25-30 cm = = > 
10-15 cm = = > 
10-20 cm = = > 
15-25 cm = = > 
disturbed samples 
0-10 cm = = > 
10-20 cm = = > 
20-30 cm = = > 
30-40 cm = = > 
3 (100 cc) 
3 (100 cc) 
1 (300 cc) 
1 (600 cc) 









15-20 cm = = > 
25-30 cm = = > 
20-25 cm = = > 
25-30 cm = = > 
20-30 cm = = > 
3 (100 cc) 





0-10 cm = = > 2 
10-20 cm = = > 2 
20-30 cm = = > 2 
disc permeameter 
depth 5 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 3 disks 
depth 5 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 3 disks 
depth 25 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 3 disks 
depth 25 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 2 disks 
guelph permeameter 
depth 30 cm, pressure 5 and 10 cm = = > 16 
aircraft day 19-6-91 
29 points moisture content (TDR) at 
depth 5, 10 and 30 cm 
**************************************** 
disc permeameter 
depth 2 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 3 disks 
depth 2 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 2 disks 
depth 25 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 3 disks 
depth 25 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 1 disk 
f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 











20 cm (18-6-91) 







21 cm (18-6-91) 





20 cm (18-6-91) 



















10-15 cm = = > 6(100cc) 
disturbed samples 
0-10 cm = = > 2 
10-20 cm = = > 2 
20-30 cm = = > 2 
disc permeameter 
depth 5 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 5 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 20 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 1 disk 
**************************************** 
field BAR4 (irrigated alfalfa) 
plot B9 
tensio 18 cm (20-6-91) 























10-15 cm — > 3(100cc) 
20-25 cm = = > 3(100cc) 
10-15 c m — > l(300cc) 
10-20 c m — > l(600cc) 
disturbed samples 
0-10 cm = = > 1 
10-20 cm = = > 1 
disc permeameter 
depth 0 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 0 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 20 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 20 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 1 disk 
aircraft day 19-6-91 
7 points moisture content (TDR) at 
depth 2, 5 and 10 cm 
**************************************** 
tensio 10 cm (20-6-91) 
20 cm (18-6-91) 
30 cm (18-6-91) 
tdr 5 cm (5 sensors) 
10 cm (5 sensors) 
20 cm (5 sensors) 
30 cm (5 sensors) 
undisturbed samples 
5-10 cm = = > 3(100cc) 
10-15 cm = = > 24(100cc) 
20-25 cm = = > 22(100cc) 
25-30 cm = = > 3 (100 cc) 
10-15 cm = = > 2 (300 cc) 
20-25 cm = = > l(300cc) 
25-30 cm = = > l(300cc) 
5-15cm= = > l(600cc) 
10-20 cm = = > 2(600cc) 
15-25 c m — > l(600cc) 
disturbed samples 
0-10 cm = = > 2 
10-20 cm = = > 2 
20-30 cm = = > 2 
30-40 cm = = > 2 
disc permeameter 
depth 2 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 2 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 30 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 30 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 1 disk 
aircraft day 19-6-91 
25 pouits moisture content (TDR) at 
depth 2, 5 and 10 cm 














10 cm (20-6-91) 
20 cm (18-6-91) 






20 cm (18-6-91) 





20 cm (18-6-91) 






20 cm (18-6-91) 




















10-15 cm = = > 3(100cc) 
20-25 cm = = > 3 (100 cc) 
10-15 cm = = > l(300cc) 
20-25cm= = > 1 (300cc) 
10-20 cm = = > 1 (600 cc) 
disturbed samples 
0-10 cm = = > 2 
10-20 cm = = > 2 
**************************************** 
field BAR7 (dry barley) 















0-10 cm = 





aircraft day 19-6-91 
9 points moisture content (TDR) at 
depth 5, 10 and 25 cm 
undisturbed samples 
20-25 cm = - > 2 (100 cc) 
30-35 cm = = > 2 (100 cc) 
10-20cm= = > l (600cc) 
disturbed samples 
0 - 1 0 c m = = > 1 
10-20 cm = = > 1 
20-30 cm = = > 1 
30-40 cm = = > 1 
**************************************** 
**************************************** 
field TOM1 (fallow land) 










20 cm (18-6-91) 


















10-15 cm = = > 6(100cc) 
25-30 cm = = > 6 (100 cc) 
10-15 cm = = > l (100cc) 
10-20cm= = > l (600cc) 
15-25cm= = > 2(600cc) 
disturbed samples 
0-10 cm = = > 2 
10-20 cm = = > 2 
20-30 cm = = > 2 
30-40 cm = = > 2 
disc permeameter 
depth 0 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 0 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 30 cm, suction 3 cm = = > 3 disks 
depth 30 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 1 disk 
**************************************** 
plot Tl 




















35-40 cm = = > 
40-45 cm = = > 
disturbed samples 
5-15 cm = = > 
15-25 cm = = > 
25-35 cm = = > 










depth 0 cm, suction 9 cm = = > 2 disk 
depth 35 cm, suction 9 cm = = > 2 disk 
**************************************** 
field TOM2 (vineyard) 
































































10-15 cm = = > 
20-25 cm = = > 
25-30 cm = = > 
30-35 cm = = > 
50-55 cm = = > 
25-35 cm = = > 
40-50 cm = = > 
disturbed samples 
5-15 cm = = > 
15-25 cm = = > 
25-35 cm = = > 












































depth 0 cm, suction 9 cm = = > 8 disk 
depth 20 cm, suction 9 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 25 cm, suction 9 cm = = > 2 disk 
**************************************** 
field T0M3 (vetch) 
undisturbed samples 
5-10cm= = > 2 (100 cc) 
10-15 cm = = > 3 (100 cc) 
15-20 cm = = > 2 (100 cc) 
20-25 cm = = > 4 (100 cc) 
25-30 cm = = > 2 (100 cc) 
30-35 cm — > 5 (100 cc) 
disturbed samples 
5-15cm= = > 1 
15-25 cm = = > 1 
25-35 cm = = > 1 
35-45 cm = = > 1 
disc permeameter 
depth 0 cm, suction 6 cm = = > 5 disk 
depth 20 cm, suction 6 cm = = > 1 disk 
depth 30 cm, suction 6 cm = = > 3 disk 
**************************************** 







































5-15 cm = = > 1 
15-25 cm = = > 1 
25-35 cm = = > 1 
35-45 cm = = > 1 
**************************************** 
field TOM5 (vineyard) 
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plot T13 














































15-20 cm = = > 
20-25 cm = = > 
25-30 cm = = > 
30-35 cm = = > 
35-40 cm = = > 
45-50 cm = = > 
50-55 cm = = > 
55-60 cm = = > 
70-75 cm = = > 
1 (100 cc) 
3 (100 cc) 
1 (100 cc) 
3 (100 cc) 
2 (100 cc) 
2 (100 cc) 
1 (100 cc) 
2 (100 cc) 
1 (100 cc) 
cm = = > 2 (600 cc) 
disturbed samples 
5-15 cm = = > 
15-25 cm = = > 
25-35 cm = = > 





depth 30 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 2 disk 
depth 35 cm, suction 10 cm = = > 2 disk 
**************************************** 



























20-25cm= = > 1 (lOOcc) 
25-30 cm = = > 1 (100 cc) 
30-35 cm = = > 1 (100 cc) 
40-45 cm = = > 4 (100 cc) 
45-50 cm = = > 1 (100 cc) 
55-60 cm = = > 1 (100 cc) 
disturbed samples 
5-15cm= = > 1 
15-25 c m — > 1 
25-35 cm = = > 1 













































100 cc rings 
300 cc rings 




APPENDIX 5 Layout spatial variability TOM2. 
Legend: 
miff = vine plant 
"JC = measured profile 
2m 
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APPENDIX 6 Layout grids surface moisture content measurements at June 19. 
Field BAR2 
Al Bl CI Dl 
B6 S 
A2 B2 C2 D2 E2 
A3 B3 C3 D3 E3 
A4 B4 C4 D4 E4 
A5 B5 C5 D5 E5 
C6 D6 E6 
BS 
D7 E7 B4 
Grid distance = 40 m 
Al - E7 = moisture content measurement at 5, 10 and 30 cm 
B4 - B6 = regularly monitoring plots 
S = Samer station 
Field BAR5 
C6 
B5 C5 D5 E4 F2 
B4 C4 D4 E3 Fl 
A3 B3 C3 D3 E2 
Kk 
A2 B2 C2 D2 El 
BIS B16 B14 B13 B12 
Al Bl CI Dl 
Grid distance = 40 m 
AI - F2 = moisture content measurement at 2, 5 and 10 cm 
B12 - B16 = regularly monitoring plots 
K = main mast Karlsruhe 






Grid distance = 100 m 
1 - 9 = moisture content measurement at 2, 5 and 10 cm 




7 8 9 
Grid distance = 100 m 
1 - 9 = moisture content measurement at 5, 10 and 20 or 25 cm 






1 4 5 
2 9 8 
10 11 12 
16 15 14 13 
Grid distance = 60 m 
1 - 16 = moisture content measurement at 5, 10 and 30 cm 
77 - 72 = regularly monitoring plots 
W = 'Wallingford' mast 
S = Radiation mast 'Wageningen' 
s = Temperature mast 'Wageningen' 
Field TOM2 
1 16 17 32 33 
2 15 18 31 34 
3 14 19 30 35 
4 13 20 29 36 
A 
5 12 21 28 37 
6 11 22 27 38 
7 10 23 26 39 
8 9 24 25 40 
Grid distance = horizontal 41.25 m 
vertical 44 m 
1 - 40 = moisture content measurement at 5, 15 and 25 cm 

















6 9 20 
7 8 21 
Grid distance = 50 m 
1 - 21 = moisture content measurement at 5, 15 and 25 cm 
77 - 770 = regularly monitoring plots 
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APPENDIX 7 Soil moisture profiles by TDR. 
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APPENDIX 8 Results spatial variability TOM2. 





































































































































APPENDIX 9 Results moisture contents on June 19. 






















































































































































































































BAR4 15:30-16:20 h 
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APPENDIX 12 Soil water suction by tensiometry for Barrax. 
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APPENDIX 14 Results Guelph permeameter. 
DATA GUELPH PERMEAMETER BAR2 
-- pressure -- 5 cm 
point 5 cm 10 cm reservoir Laplace 
steady state flow constant K 
cm/min cm/min cm2 cm/min 
10 cm 5 cm 10 cm 
Laplace Gardner Gardner Richard Richard 
K $ * K * 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*: several plots indicated means that samples are taken among plots 
**: see lay-out grid remote-sensing 
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15 50 80 150 
mternal report RÖ 
350 1000 




















15 30 70 150 






15 30 50 100 






15 30 50 100 



















15 30 50 100 

































































15 30 50 100 350 1000 






15 30 50 100 350 1000 










100 350 1000 





















150 110 70 30 15 
100 50 30 8 0 
100 50 30 15 0 
Rösslerova) 
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APPENDIX 17 Example input and outputfile multi-step. 
















































































































































Number of cases considered 
Number of times on which h(z) and 0(z) are printed in DISTP.DAT 
Observations : 
0 = printing in outputfile 
1 « no printing in outputfile 
Option to fix the retention curve and optimize or, n, K, and/or 1 of the conductivity function: 
0 - simultaneous optimization of 0(h) and k(h) 
1 - 0(h) is fixed, k(h) is optimized 
1 - print the simulated data in OBSERV.DAT 
Code for sample 
Number of nodes 
Number of nodes in soil 
Initial time step 
No significance 
Positive: One step method --> pneumatic head 
Negative: Multi step method --> number of pressure steps 
Temporal weighing coefficient 
Iteration weighing coefficient 
Length of soil core 
Thickness of porous plate 
Diameter of soil core 
Conductivity of porous plate 
Number of observations 
Mode for observation data: 
1 » transient flow data only 
2 - last Q(t) entry represents equilibrium outflow 
Mode for type of calculation: 
0 - flow equation is solved for initial parameter values 
1 - optimization process continues until parameter values converge or the number of iterations reaches MIT; 
all intermediate parameter values are printed 
2 - as MODB«i except parameter values are only printed at the end of every iteration 
3 = as MODE»2 but 0(h) and k(h) according to final parameter values are also printed 
With negative sign --> the program continues with two other sets of initial parameters 
Maximum number of iterations in optimization routine 
Initial value of a 
Initial value of n 
Initial value of 0r 
Initial value of 0a 
Initial value of K, 
Initial value of 1 
Index indicating fixed or loose parameters: 
0 = parameter B(I) is known and is kept constant 
1 = parameter B(I) is not known and will be optimized 
Minimum permissible parameter values 
Maximum permissible parameter values 
Fixed or of Ôh) (This line only if KHALL-1) 
Fixed n of 0(h) 
Fixed 0r of 0(h) 
Fixed 0, of 0(h) 
Initial pressure head at the center of the sample 
Time (ITYPE-.0) or pressure head (ITYPE*1 or 2) 
Outflow (ITYPE-0), moisture content (ITYPE-1) or unsaturated conductivity (ITYPE-2) 
Data type: 
0 - Q(t) 
1 - 0(h) 
2 - k(h) 
Array containing weights assigned to every observation 
Time on which pressure is increased 
Applied pneumatic pressure 
Times on which h and 0 against depth are printed in DISTP.DAT 
-78-
Example i npu t f i l e 
3 0 1 0 
OPTIMALISATIB T0MELL0S0 outflow 24-02-92 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NUMBER OP NODES (NN) 46 
NODE AT SOIL-PLATE BOUNDARY (LNS) 41 
INITIAL TIME STEP (DNUL) 10E-04 
PNEUMATIC PRBSSURE (AIRP) -5.000 
TEMPORAL WEIGHTING COBPF (EPS1) 1.00 
ITERATION WEIGHTING COEFP (EPS2) 1.00 
MAX. ITERATIONS (MIT) 25 
DATA MODE (MDATA) 1 
NO. OP OBSERVATIONS (NOBB) 50 
SOIL AND PLATE PROPERTIES 
SOIL COLUMN LENGTH (SLL) 5.100 
COLUMN DIAMBTER (DIAM) 5.000 
THICKNESS OF PLATE (PLL) 570 
PLATE CONDUCTIVITY (CONDS(2) ) 2700E-02 
SATURATED MOISTURE CONTENT (WCS) 432 
RESIDUAL MOISTURE CONTENT (WCR) 079 
PIRST COEFFICIENT (ALPHA) 020 
SECOND COEFFICIENT (N) 1.512 
SATURATED CONDUCTIVITY SOIL (CONDS (1) ) 1046E+01 
EXPONENT L MUALBM-GENUCHTEN (EXPL) 248 
INITIAL PRESSURE AT CENTER SAMPLE : -15.0 



















































































MASS BALANCE ERROR IN FE SOLUTION DURING FINAL RUN WAS 

































































































































































































































































































































NUMBER OF NODBS (NN) 
NODE AT SOIL-PLATE BOUNDARY (LNS) . . . 
INITIAL TIME STEP (DNUL) . . 
PNEUMATIC PRESSURE (AIRP) . . 
TBMPORAL WEIGHTING COEFF (EPS1) . . 
ITERATION WEIGHTING COEFF (EPS2) . . 
MAX. ITERATIONS (MIT) . . . 
DATA MODE (MDATA) . 










SOIL AND PLATE PROPERTIES 
SOIL COLUMN LENGTH (SLL) 
COLUMN DIAMETER (DIAM) 
THICKNESS OF PLATE (PLL) 
PLATE CONDUCTIVITY (CONDS (2) ) . 
SATURATED MOISTURE CONTENT (WCS) 
RESIDUAL MOISTURE CONTENT (WCR) 
FIRST COEFFICIENT (ALPHA) 
SECOND COEFFICIENT (N) 
SATURATED CONDUCTIVITY SOIL (CONDS(l) ) . 











INITIAL PRESSURE AT CENTER SAMPLE -15.0 



















































MASS BALANCB ERROR IN FE SOLUTION DURING FINAL RUN WAS .5775 % 
RSQUARB FOR REGRESSION OF PREDICTED VS OBSERVED - .99609 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 1.0000 
2 -.5315 1.0000 
3 -.3671 .9769 1.0000 
4 .0850 -.6494 -.6854 1.0000 
5 -.4434 -.0916 -.2096 .7627 1.0000 
NON-LINEAR LEAST-SQUARES ANALYSIS: FINAL RESULTS 
VARIABLE VALUE 
95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS 

































































































































































































































































































NUMBER OP NODES (NN) 
NODE A T SOIL-PLATE BOUNDARY (LNS) . . . 
INITIAL TIME STEP (DNUL) . . 
PNEUMATIC PRESSURE (AIRP) . . 
TEMPORAL WEIGHTING COEFF (EPS1) . . 
ITBRATION WEIGHTING COEFF (EPS2) . . 
MAX. ITERATIONS (MIT) . . . 
DATA MODE (MDATA) . 










SOIL AND PLATE PROPERTIES 
SOIL COLUMN LENGTH (SLL) 
COLUMN DIAMETER (DIAM) 
THICKNESS OF PLATE (PLL) 
PLATE CONDUCTIVITY (CONDS (2) ) . 
SATURATED MOISTURE CONTENT (WCS) 
RESIDUAL MOISTURE CONTENT (WCR) 
FIRST COEFFICIENT (ALPHA) 
SECOND COEFFICIENT (N) 
SATURATED CONDUCTIVITY SOIL (CONDS (1) ) . 











INITIAL PRESSURE A T CENTER SAMPLE : -15.0 




























































MASS BALANCE ERKOR IN FE SOLUTION DURING FINAL RUN WAS .6208 t 
RSQUARE FOR REGRESSION OF PREDICTED VS OBSERVED - .94433 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
1 1.0000 
2 -.0956 1.0000 
3 .0861 .6887 1.0000 
4 -.0969 -.5606 -.4036 1.0000 
5 -.3518 -.4559 -.4867 .9203 1.0000 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A: average 0S 
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3 0 - 4 0 
1 5 - 2 5 
2 5 - 3 5 
3 5 - 4 5 
5 - 1 5 
5 - 1 5 
5 - 1 5 
1 5 - 2 5 
2 5 - 3 5 
3 5 - 4 5 
5 - 1 5 
1 5 - 2 5 
2 5 - 3 5 
3 5 - 4 5 
5 - 1 5 
1 5 - 2 5 
2 5 - 3 5 
5 - 1 5 
2 5 - 3 5 
3 5 - 4 5 
4 5 - 5 5 
5 5 - 6 5 
6 5 - 7 5 
1 5 - 2 5 
2 5 - 3 5 
3 5 - 4 5 
5 - 1 5 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 0 4 
0 . 0 3 
0 . 0 6 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 0 8 
0 . 0 6 
0 . 1 1 
0 . 0 7 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 1 1 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 0 8 
0 . 0 6 
0 . 0 2 
- 0 . 0 3 
- 0 . 0 3 
0 . 0 4 
0 . 0 7 
- 0 . 0 2 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 0 3 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 2 6 
- 0 . 0 3 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 6 
0 . 0 1 
- 0 . 0 5 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 0 6 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 2 1 
0 . 1 6 
0 . 1 7 
0 . 2 2 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 0 5 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 1 6 
0 . 1 8 
0 . 1 7 
0 . 1 6 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 1 8 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 1 7 
0 . 1 3 
0 . 4 5 
0 . 3 9 
0 . 3 8 
0 . 3 8 
0 . 2 7 
0 . 4 2 
0 . 4 1 
0 . 2 7 
0 . 6 0 
0 . 3 3 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 4 4 
0 . 4 6 
0 . 4 3 
0 . 4 0 
0 . 3 3 
0 . 3 2 
0 . 3 6 
0 . 2 4 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 2 9 
0 . 2 9 
0 . 3 4 
0 . 2 8 
0 . 3 1 
0 . 3 6 
0 . 2 8 
0 . 1 7 
0 . 6 0 
0 . 5 7 
0 . 5 8 
0 . 6 1 
0 . 5 2 
0 . 6 1 
0 . 5 4 
0 . 2 2 
0 . 5 1 
0 . 5 5 
0 . 2 3 
0 . 2 3 
0 . 2 5 
0 . 2 7 
0 . 5 0 
0 . 5 5 
0 . 5 6 
0 . 5 8 
0 . 6 1 
0 . 5 7 
0 . 5 1 
0 . 4 7 
0 . 5 7 
0 . 4 9 
0 . 4 5 





























### FRACTION 10-3 CM ### 
field plot depth <0.053 0.053- 0.106- 0.212- 0.425- >2.000 
[cm] 0.106 0.212 0.425 2.000 
BARI B1/B2 0-10 0.10 0.55 0.13 0.06 0.13 0.04 
BARI B1/B2 10-20 0.07 0.52 0.10 0.06 0.14 0.11 
BARI B1/B2 20-40 0.04 0.53 0.10 0.05 0.13 0.14 
BARI B3 0-20 0.01 0.32 0.07 0.05 0.14 0.40 
BARI B3 20-40 0.02 0.25 0.09 0.07 0.19 0.39 
BAR2 0-10 0.04 0.60 0.12 0.06 0.13 0.05 
BAR2 10-20 0.06 0.53 0.11 0.06 0.14 0.10 
BAR2 20-30 0.07 0.52 0.11 0.05 0.12 0.13 
BAR3 0-10 0.03 0.61 0.11 0.05 0.10 0.10 
BAR3 10-30 0.05 0.67 0.12 0.05 0.09 0.02 
BAR4 0-20 0.03 0.28 0.09 0.06 0.15 0.39 
BAR5 B13 10-30 0.07 0.53 0.12 0.04 0.10 0.14 
BAR5 B14/B20 0-10 0.05 0.67 0.10 0.05 0.09 0.03 
BAR5 B14/B20 10-20 0.03 0.60 0.13 0.06 0.11 0.07 
BAR5 B14/B20 20-40 0.08 0.55 0.12 0.05 0.09 0.10 
BAR6 0-10 0.02 0.41 0.14 0.09 0.12 0.22 
BAR6 10-20 0.03 0.43 0.16 0.10 0.14 0.13 
BAR7 0-10 0.02 0.39 0.15 0.10 0.15 0.19 
BAR7 10-20 0.03 0.36 0.15 0.10 0.16 0.20 
BAR8 B25/B26 0-10 0.02 0.48 0.14 0.09 0.19 0.08 
BAR8 B25/B26 20-30 0.03 0.47 0.14 0.08 0.18 0.11 
BAR8 B25/B26 40-60 0.01 0.24 0.10 0.07 0.13 0.45 
BAR9 B28 0-40 0.04 0.59 0.12 0.05 0.14 0.05 
TOM1 15-45 0.01 0.15 0.13 0.10 0.26 0.36 
TOM1 5-15 0.01 0.16 0.14 0.09 0.21 0.38 
TOM2 5-45 0.01 0.22 0.17 0.10 0.18 0.31 
TOM3 5-45 0.02 0.54 0.13 0.08 0.15 0.08 
TOM4 5-35 0.01 0.23 0.18 0.09 0.16 0.32 
TOM5 25-75 0.02 0.24 0.23 0.15 0.21 0.16 
TOM6 25-45 0.03 0.32 0.23 0.10 0.15 0.17 
TOM6 5-25 0.01 0.20 0.15 0.08 0.17 0.38 
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APPENDIX 21 Doelstellingen en voorbereiding. 
HAPEX - SPANJE 26-3-91 
HBH bodem/meteorologie groep 
1. Doelstellingen 
2. Methoden en technieken 
3. Instrumentatie 
4. Lay-out en meetprogramma's 




a. Bepaling van de energiebalans boven een aërodynamisch homogeen terrein (stop-
pel/gerst). 
b. Bepaling van bodemfysische karakteristieken en de ruimtelijke variabiliteit ervan. 
c. Toepassing bodemfysische informatie in agrohydrologische en geparameteriseerde 
modellen. Validatie van de modellen m.b.v. de flux metingen van andere groepen. 
d. Monitoring van lokale waterbalansen op diverse plaatsen binnen de invloedssferen 
van de diverse masten gedurende de gehele meetcampagne. 
e. Monitoring van het bodemvocht in de toplaag, incidenteel en intensief, ter ondersteu-
ning van remote sensing activiteiten en ten behoeve van geo-statistisch onderzoek. 
ad 2 
a. Bepaling van de energiebalans m.b.v. meetmastje. Per 10 minuten wordt de sensibele 
warmtestroom geschat met de profielmethode en de fluctuatiemethode. De verdamping 
wordt indirect bepaald uit de energiebalans vergelijking. De Bowenratio-methode zal 
worden toegepast voor een deel van de meetperiode; 
b. Voor het bepalen van de bodemfysische karakteristieken zal de multi-step methode 
worden toegepast (met eventueel enige additionele pF punten in het droge stuk). Verder 
kan de disk-permeameter (te leen van I.B. Haren en/of Winand Staring Centrum) 
toegepast worden. In-situ bepaling van pf-curve kan worden gedaan met behulp van 
vochtmeting en bodemvochtspanning tot ca. -800 mb. 
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c. Diverse agrohydrologische modellen staan ter beschikking; van sterk fysisch geori-
ënteerd tot geparameteriseerde modellen. Technieken ter beschikking zijn o.a. scaling, 
inverse modellering en stochastische benaderingen. 
d. Monitoring van lokale waterbalansen kan geschieden door de bodemvochtinhoud per 
profiel en de percolatie uit het profiel regelmatig te bepalen. Percolatie zal naar verwach-
ting geen rol van betekenis meer spelen gedurende het veldexperiment in juni. Bodem-
vocht kan worden bepaald met de TDR-methode, de neutronensonde-methode en 
gravimetrische metingen. Voor bodemvochtspanningen wordt tensiometrie toegepast. 
e. Het bodemvocht in de toplaag wordt bepaald m.b.v. TDR. De meetwijze is 'priksge-
wijs' en moet statistisch verantwoord worden uitgevoerd (sampling theorie). 
ad 3 
a. Energiebalans instrumentatie en accessoires: 
- 2x2 nivo's: droge bol temp./ natte bol temp. voelers, 
- netto stralingsmeters, 
- kortgolvige in- en uitgaande stralingsmeter, 
- bodemwarmtefluxplaatje(s), 
- zonneschijnduur meter, 
- windrichtingsmeter, 
- windsnelheidsmeters, 
- regenmeter (type tipping bucket), 
- snel thermo-koppel voor fluctuaties, 
- 2 datalogger systemen + geheugenkaarten, 
- zonnepanelen, accu's en kisten, 
- draagbare P.C. + harde schijf en floppy's {Vh. inch), 
- reserve onderdelen voor kwetsbare componenten. 
b,d,e. Bepaling bodemfysische karakteristieken en monitoring: 
- multi-step installaties in lab. Nieuwlanden (100 cc en 600 cc), 
- 100 cc en 600 cc ringen voor bemonstering, 
- weerstandsmeter (penetrometer), 
- disk permeameter (bij voorkeur 2), 
- droogstoof, 
- aggregaat voor energie, 
- vochtdoosjes, 
- 3 TDR opstellingen ( l x cable tester, 2 x Poolse opzet), 
- groot aantal TDR sensoren, 
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tensiometers, uitleesunits en accessoires, 
ontluchtingsapparatuur voor water, 
neutronensonde en buizen, 
draagbare P.C. + harde schijf en floppy's (3lA inch), 
volumetrische dichtheidsbepalingen (kan evt. later in lab) 
balans voor gravimetrische bepaling, 
conserveermiddel voor ongestoorde monsters, 
piketten + lint voor afzetten + labels. 
ad 4 
a. De micro-meteorologische bepalingen met de meetmast worden gedaan in een voldoen-
de groot gerst- of stoppelveld in Tomelloso. De metingen moeten plaatsvinden binnen een 
zgn aangepaste grenslaag. 
c. Deze activiteit vindt plaats in Wageningen. 
b,d,e. De lay-out voor de bepaling van de bodemfysische grootheden en voor de 
monitoring van de waterbalansen ligt veel moeilijker. Uiteindelijk gaat het erom dat 
steeds weer de metingen met kleine ruimtelijke schaal geïntegreerd moeten worden met 
metingen met een grotere ruimtelijke schaal (meteorologische metingen). Een belangrijke 
rol in de keuze van de lay-out speelt de indeling in representatieve subgebiedjes (grondge-
bruik en grondsoort) en binnen elk subgebied speelt het probleem van de ruimtelijke 
variabiliteit (sampling strategie). De keuze van de lay-out wordt uiteraard ook bepaald 
door de beschikbare instrumentatie en mankracht. 
TOMELLOSO 
Landgebruik: - stoppel/gerst, 
- wijngaard: - oud (volledige rozetbeworteling), 
- jong (onvolledige rozetbeworteling in horizontale 
vlak). 
Randvoorwaarden en veronderstellingen: 
- wijnstruiken in carré van ca. 2x2 m, 
- vochtontrekking als gevolg van transpiratie en evaporatie, 
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- er worden 3 typen landgebruik onderscheiden met de volgende kenmerken: 
- stoppel/gerst: gelijkmatige vochtontrekking per oppervlakte eenheid, 
- wijngaard 'oud': gelijkmatige vochtontrekking in eerste laag a.g.v 
voll, doorworteling, 
- wijngaard 'jong': ongelijkmatige vochtontrekking in eerste laag a.g.v. 
niet voll, doorworteling, 
- er wordt gewerkt met een zgn basisconfiguratie voor de monitoring gedurende de 
volledige meetperiode, 
- er vinden op lokale schaal incidenteel intensieve meetcampagnes plaats, 
- het meetprogramma wordt afgestemd op de bijdrage van andere partners (Staring 
Centrum, Wallingford). 
profielopbouw: 3 lagen 
*o8 «tarera«?,0. °!? °!? <>!? wow o«-, 
30-35 cm. Bewortelde 
laag, veel stenen, 
losse structuur 
10-15 cm. Harde 
verkitte laag 
Homogeen profiel van 






















sonde (tot ± 1.20m) 
Sample kuil opp. 1m2 
m 
LEGENDA: 
® = ongestoorde monsters 
B = vaste TDR sensoren 
x = tensiometri 
• = incidentele TDR metingen 
•L = disk permeameter 
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Uitgegaan wordt van: - 8 basisconfiguraties in oude wijngaard, 
- 8 basisconfiguraties in jonge wijngaard, 
- 5 basisconfiguraties in stoppel/gerst. 
De keuze van de lokaties gebeurt select m.b.t. de percelen waarbij uitgegaan wordt van 
zoveel mogelijk spreiding binnen het proefgebied (binnen fetch-afstand centrale masten) 
en aselect binnen de percelen. 
De inrichting van de meetplek dient zodanig te geschieden dat verstoring van de meetplek 
wordt vermeden of beperkt. 
De meetfrequentie is afhankelijk van de weersomstandigheden; bij voortdurend droog 
weer « 1 keer/l of 2 dagen; na neerslag moet zoveel mogelijk gemeten worden. 
De informatie welke verkregen wordt m.b.v. de basisconfiguraties is: 
- waterbalansen over korte tijdsintervallen, 
- veranderingen 6 en h per laag, 
- bodemfysische karakterisering, 
- variabiliteit tussen lokatie m.b.t. 6, h en bodemfysische karakteristieken, 
- uitdroging van de toplaag, 
- mogelijk vochttransport over tweede laag, vochtonttrekking aan eerste laag 
- enige informatie over de bijdrage van transpiratie en evaporatie aan totale onttrekking 
van vocht via vergelijk oude en jonge aanplant. 
Incidentele monitoring is nodig op de volgende punten: 
- t.b.v. remote sensing: bodemvocht toplaag, 1 of 2 dagen met TDR, 
- bodemvocht-bemonstering op korte afstand (grid) t.b.v. geo-statistische analyse, 
- evt. aantal ongestoorde bodemmonsters t.b.v. a-verdeling schaalfactoren, 
- wortelverspreiding in oude- en jonge aanplant, horizontaal, 
- wortelpenetratie in laag 3 t.b.v. juiste modellering, 
- aparte monitoring voor bijdrage transpiratie (sapstroommetingen) en evaporatie (evt. 
micro-lysimeters). 
BARRAX 
Landgebruik: - geïrrigeerde landbouw, vooral maïs, 
- niet geïrrigeerde landbouw, wintergerst/stoppel, alfalfa 
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Profîelopbouw: profiel is te beschouwen als één laag en overwegend een zware zavelach-
tige grond. Met name de geirigeerde gronden zijn steenvrij gemaakt en van een zeer 
goede kwaliteit. Opbouw profiel is homogeen, maar met de diepte neemt de compactheid 
toe, met op 80 cm begin van verkitting. 
Randvoorwaarden en veronderstellingen: 
- maïs is een rij-gewas en dus moet daarmee rekening worden gehouden bij de 
metingen, 
- vochtonttrekking vooral door transpiratie in de geirigeerde percelen, 
- er worden 3 typen landgebruik bemeten: 
- geirigeerde maïs, 
- niet geirigeerde alfalfa, 
- niet geirigeerde wintergerst/stoppel, 
- ook hier wordt gewerkt met zgn. basisconifiguraties, echter kleiner in aantal, en iets 
anders van opzet. 
- extra informatie van de hydraulische karakteristieken buiten de informatie van de 
vaste lokaties. Dit is noodzakelijk om de variabiliteit (a-factoren) voldoende te 
kunnen beschrijven, statistiek, 
- ook hier zal op lokale schaal en incidenteel intensief gemeten worden remote sensing, 
geo-statistische informatie), 





















Uitgegaan wordt van - 6 lokaties in de maïs, 
- 6 lokaties in de alfalfa, 
- 4 lokaties in wintergerst/stoppel. 
De keuze ook hier weer select m.b.t. percelen en aselect in het perceel. Lokaties weer 
binnen de fetch van de centrale mast(en). 
Meetfrequentie: - voor geïrrigeerd 1 keer/dag, 
- voor niet geïrrigeerd 1 keer/2 dagen. 
Informatie: in grote lijnen overeenkomend met Tomelloso. 
Incidentele monitoring: Nodig t.a.v de volgende punten: 
- remote sensing: 1 à 2 dagen bodemvocht bemonstering met TDR, bodemvocht 
bemonstering op korte afstand (grid) t.b.v. geo-statistische analyse, 
- bewortelings-diepten. 
Onzekerheden en zwakke punten in meetprogramma: 
- nog geen zekerheid omtrent gebruik neutronensonde in Spanje: papieren zijn naar 
Spanje ter goedkeuring, 
- tensiometers meten tot ca. -800 mb minimaal, 
- bovenlaag in Tomelloso zeer verstoord door stenen. Wat wordt er precies gemeten. 
Vooraf in Wageningen nog een testprogramma uitvoeren voor gesimuleerde omstan-
digheden van Tomelloso, 
- het is niet zeker of de disk-permeameter op alle nivo's in Tomelloso werkt. Voor 2e 
en 3e laag lijkt het goed, hetzelfde geldt voor Barrax, 
- het nemen van ongestoorde grondmonsters is zeer arbeidsintensief en zal niet altijd 
lukken in Tomelloso. 
- de gravimetrische bemonstering lijkt niet eenvoudig. Wellicht met een gutsboor. 
ad 5 
Uitgaande van de basisconfiguraties gaat het om 21 lokaties in Tomelloso en 14 in 
Barrax. In principe komen de activiteiten rond de basisconfiguraties voor verantwoor-
delijkheid van de HBH groep. Bepaalde activiteiten rond de bemonstering van de 
bodem t.b.v de hydraulische karakteristieken zal in samenwerking gebeuren met het 
Winand Staring Centrum, aangezien ook monsters worden genomen ten behoeve van 
de verdampingsmethode. 
Van de incidentele metingen zal in Tomelloso nauw worden samengewerkt met het 
Staring Centrum en in Barrax met Grenoble. Ten aanzien van de remote sensing is 
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Van de Griend (VU Amsterdam) de hoofdverantwoordelijke van de lay-out en het 
programma. 
De beschikbare mankracht voor Spanje omvat 6 personen, te weten: Gij s van de 
Abeele, Peter Droogers, Tom Bakkum, Radka Rösslerova, René Kim en Han 
Strieker. Kole zal in principe de neutronensonde metingen verrichten, in ieder geval 
in Tomelloso en eventueel in Barrax. Het laatste hangt af van de beschikbaarheid van 
een 2e meetapparaat (Grenoble, Spaanse deelname). Van de Abeele zal in ieder geval 
in Tomelloso werken i.v.m. de meetmast e.d. Hij is echter ook inzetbaar voor 
incidentele metingen. Twee personen zullen moeten werken aan de verzameling van 
monsters en in situ bodemfysische informatie (1 in Barrax, 1 in Tomelloso), d.w.z. 
ongestoorde monsters en de disk-permeameter. Overleg moet plaatsvinden met het 
Staring Centrum (Tomelloso) en Grenoble (Barrax) over inzetbaarheid van ook elk 1 
persoon zodat in principe in groepjes van 2 kan worden gewerkt. Voor de metingen 
van TDR en tensiometers en gravimetrische bepalingen bij de vaste lokaties is in 
Tomelloso en in Barrax 1 persoon verantwoordelijk (gezien de levertijd van de Poolse 
TDR aan Grenoble behoort een kleine herverdeling van het werk in Barrax, in 
overleg met Grenoble, tot de mogelijkheden. De Franse TDR metingen zouden dan 
door LUW-HBH gedaan kunnen worden). De resterende persoon is wisselend 
inzetbaar. 
De groep heeft de beschikking over de meetauto van de vakgroep en 1 personenauto. 
De verblijfplaats van de groep ligt nog niet vast voor zowel Tomelloso als Barrax. 
Hier wordt aan gewerkt. In Barrax zullen in ieder geval twee personen werkzaam zijn 
van de HBH-grœp en evt. Kole afwisselend. 
In verband met de benodigde voorbereidingen in het veld (1 week) en de reis en de 
grens moeilijkheden in het weekend, wordt de vertrekdatum 22 mei. Verwacht wordt 
dat we terugkeren in Wageningen 6 juli. 
Aandacht moet worden besteed hoe het leven tijdens de campagne goed te organise-
ren (maaltijden, vrijaf, eten e.d.). 
ad 6 
Aan de hand van de werkzaamheden zal er een gedetailleerd draaiboek moeten komen op 
korte termijn. Dit draaiboek moet omvatten: 
- de voorbereidingen: - instrumentatie (incl. reserve onderdelen), 
- papieren, 
- vervoer, 
- huisvesting en verblijf, 
- financiën. 
- reis heen en terug: kosten, tijden, overnachtingen, 
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- de meetcampagne: - werkplan in het veld, 
- organisatie en mankracht, 
- vervoer en logistiek, 
- verantwoordelijkheden, 
- data-opslag, verwerking, 
- sociale organisatie, recreatie, 
- financiële beheer, 
- kleding. 
ad 7 
De kosten van het EFEDA-project worden gedekt door E.G. gelden. Werkelijke kosten. 
Geen overdaad! 
N.a.b.: 
- De bodemactiviteiten van het S.C. zijn bekend en doorgesproken door Han Strieker 
en Pavel Kabat op 19-3-'91 . Met Grenoble (Vauclin) is dat gebeurd op 25-3-'91 op 
de bijeenkomst van de Tomelloso groep in Wageningen. 
- Eerstvolgende bezoek aan Tomelloso/Barrax door Stricker, de Bruin en Kabat op 
11-14 april t.b.v. exacte meetplaatsen, huisvesting, uitproberen enige installatie- en 
meet-technieken e.d. Madrid meeting 6-7 mei: plenaire vergadering. 
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